Apartheid."

Greg Williams proclaimed: "Apartheid is only part of the problem — we're being in the middle of the problem. . . . When I was in South Africa, I talked to people in the streets. . . . They told me "We want American corporations to do something. We would rather suffer a little but we'll be free". "Sit down in the lobby, sit down in the elevators, sit down!"" imprinted Williams referring to the Kendall Square offices of Budger Corporation, one of the corporations in MIT's investment portfolio. "Budger is a subsidiary of Ratheon, and Ratheon is one of the main investors in South Africa. . . . What we're going to do is to develop a global consciousness against oppression."

"It's the most terrible system of oppression in the world," cried Sheryl Strothers, representing the Black Student Union, in reference to apartheid and black oppression in South Africa: 17 percent to 20 percent versus 10 percent to II percent in South Africa: 17 percent to 20 percent versus 10 percent to II percent in South Africa: 17 percent to 20 percent versus 10 percent to II percent.

APPOINTMENTS ACCEPTED ONLY FOR THE FOLLOWING PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

When comparing, check the details of our package and the details others claim to provide. Please read, all our prices include INSTALLATION.

WHEEL ALIGNMENT
- Precision alignment performed by skilled mechanics
- Complete 10 point safety inspection of vehicle undercarriage
- Check and adjust front wheel bearings
- Parts extra, only necessary. No extra charge for torsion bar adjustment or air-conditioned cars

$9.50 each American Cars

DRUM BRAKE PACKAGE
- Install NEW (not rebuilt) heavy duty brake lining on all four wheels
- Replace and true all four drums
- Install NEW return and hold-down springs
- Inspect rear brakes
- Install NEW front grease seals
- Inspect hydraulic system

$50.00 each American Cars

DISC BRAKE PACKAGE
- Install NEW (not rebuilt) heavy duty brake lining on all four wheels
- Replace and true two front rotors
- Inspect rear brakes
- Clean and repack front wheel bearings
- Install NEW front grease seals
- Inspect hydraulic system

$45.00 each American Cars

LIFETIME MUFFLERS
- Sizes for most American cars
- Double-wrapped construction
- Galvanized steel
- Engineered to silence

$30.95 each American Cars

LIFETIME SHOCK ABSORBERS
HOW DO YOU KNOW IF YOU NEED NEW SHOCK ABSORBERS? Shock absorber is used partially for the load of the vehicle is not retinted from day-to-day. If your car shows any of these warning signs, you probably need new shock absorbers:
- your car has become excessively stiff or bumpy,
- you've become extremely stiff or jumpy.
- your original set of shocks has over 30,000 miles on them. If your car always wobbles, shakes orights the wheel. If your shock absorbers are damaged, your ride should always be repaired or replaced.

$11.50 each American Cars

PREMIUM HEAVY DUTY SHOCKS
- Most foreign and American imports

$19.750 each American Cars

THE SATISFACTION GUARANTEE!
If you're not completely satisfied, if there's something wrong with your car, we'll replace it. We guarantee our shock absorbers and mufflers. Our shocks are warranted for as long as you own your car. If your shock absorber or muffler fails due to faulty material or workmanship, or wears out while the original purchaser owns the car, it will be replaced free of charge, excluding labor. This warranty does not apply to shock absorbers or mufflers used on commercial vehicles or those damaged by accident.